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Title Slide – Residential Energy Efficiency Loan Assistance Program (REEL) 3:30 

 

Miriam Joffe-Block: Good morning. Welcome to the regulatory re-adopt and proposed modifications 

workshop for the Residential Energy Efficiency Loan Assistance Program. My name is Miriam Joffe-

Block with CAEATFA. I am the program manager for the CHEEF, which is another acronym, the 

California Hub for Energy Efficiency Financing. The first thing I just want to make note of is if you are 

looking for closed captioning for this webinar, you can find it at the link below and this PowerPoint is 

in your handout section of the webinar. 

 

REEL Website: http://www.treasurer.ca.gov/caeatfa/cheef/reel/index.asp 04:05 

 

You can also find it on our website. If you go to the main CAEATFA website as I am doing now, and 

then you click on the California Hub for Energy Efficiency Financing, and then the REEL Loan Program, 

you will see the workshop materials here that we are going to be talking about, and you will also see the 

link for closed captioning right here if you need it. 

 

Slide 2 - Goals of this workshop 04:36 

 

Okay. So, I will be presenting the workshop today and then when we get to the Eligible Energy Efficiency 

Measures list, I will turn it over to Sim Randhawa. In the handout materials section of the webinar, you 

will find the slide deck I am going through today as well as the redline for the workshop, as well as two 

different copies of the Eligible Energy Efficiency Measures or EEEMs list. If you are here because you 

are interested in our commercial or multi-family program, I just want to let you know that we are going 

to be talking today primarily and really only about the Residential Energy Efficiency Loan Assistance 

Program. I will show an overview of all of the different programs that we are working on, but today’s 

workshop is really for REEL. So, I just don’t want to take up your time if you wanted to talk about - if 

you were hoping that this workshop would cover the other sectors. 

 

Our goals today are that we are going to present the proposed modifications to the regulations prior to 

our March 2018 re-adopt, we are going to explain the reasoning behind our proposed modifications, and 

http://www.treasurer.ca.gov/caeatfa/cheef/reel/index.asp
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we want to receive your verbal questions and comments. I'm going to now take a poll just so I know who 

is here. 

 

Polling Questions: 06:20 

  

So, let's see, our first poll and if folks can tell us what type of organization are you? We will take about 

20 more seconds for folks to vote or weigh in on who is represented on this call. About five more seconds. 

Okay I'm going to close this poll. So it looks like we have here primarily, can you see the results that are 

showing? 

 

Sim Randhawa: Yeah. 

 

Miriam Joffe-Block: We have primarily folks from government agencies and non-profits, a few 

contractors and some utility representatives. Thank you very much. The next poll that I want to get a 

sense of is how familiar folks are with the REEL Program so that we know how much to go over versus 

if everybody is familiar we can skip some stuff. We’ll take about another fifteen seconds to let us know 

how familiar you are with REEL. Okay, and we will close that. So it looks like we have about half of the 

attendees today are very familiar with the program, then we’ve got about a quarter of the folks familiar 

and some who are new. For those who are new, I will try to provide some other resources as to where 

you can find out more information about REEL as well.  

 

Slide 3 - Regulations Re-Adopt with Modifications Anticipated Timeline  08:17 

 

Here's the time line for this re-adopt. So, in September we modified the REEL regulation. We had 

finished the regular rulemaking process in April 2016, so that September 5th version of the regulations 

modified the April regs and those regs will expire in March. So, we are re-adopting the modifications 

that we made in September and we are adding additional modification. Today is our workshop, and it is 

actually the tenth and not the ninth, I apologize for that. And then between now and January 18th, 12:00 

pm, we are accepting comments on CAEATFA's proposed re-adoption with modifications. You can give 

us those comments verbally today or you can send us an email, at the bottom of the screen, to 

cheef@treasurer.ca.gov. On February 12th, we will submit these proposed regulations to our board, to 

CAEATFA’s Board for consideration and then sometime in the second half of February around the 22nd, 

23rd of the month, we will post official notice of emergency regulations, re-adopt modifications required 

by the Office of Administrative Law. And then in March, the emergency regulations are expected to be 

re-adopted if we follow this schedule. 

 

Slide 4 - Pilots and REEL Overview 09:56 

 

So first I'm going to do a little bit of an overview of the pilots and I'm sorry, I'm having trouble with 

Adobe here. 

 

Slide 5 - Why financing pilots? 10:20 

 

Okay, so first why are we working on financing pilots? Well, we know that California's legislature has 

set ambitious climate change mitigation goals with all sorts of reductions by 2020 and 2030 and a lot of 

those reductions are expected to come from building savings, and existing building. A Harcourt Brown 
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& Carey study in 2011 discovered that there is about $50 billion needed to retrofit California's existing 

building stock and there is no way that we can get to $50 billion in ratepayer and taxpayers dollars, so 

we need to bring in private capital into the energy efficiency market and that is the whole goal of the 

pilot. 

 

Slide 6 - CPUC Decision 13.09.044 outlines two main sets of goals for financing pilots 11:01 

 

The pilots were authorized by the Public Utility Commission in 2013 in Decision 13.09.044, where they 

outlined two main sets of goals for the financing pilots. The first being to develop scalable and leveraged 

products to stimulate deeper energy efficiency projects, and the second to see whether some transitional 

ratepayer support in the form of credit enhancements could lead to self-sustaining programs in the future. 

 

Slide 7 - March, 2017 CPUC Decision provided CAEATFA with some authority  11:30 

to modify aspects of pilot design 

 

This slide shows you some of the key regulatory actions around the REEL Pilot Program over the last 

several years. One of the key decisions was in March of 2017, the Commission gave CAEATFA 

increased authority to modify the pilot program design. And many of the modifications we made in 

September 2017 stemmed from this flexibility that we were given by the Commission, and the 

modifications we are making today, many of those also stem from that same flexibility. 

 

Slide 8 - CHEEF Pilot Program Comparison 12:01 

 

This slide, and I'm sorry that it is cut off at the top on my screen, shows you a comparison across 

programs. We have four pilot programs. Some of you may be familiar with the concept of seven, but we 

have really condensed those into four. We have REEL, which we are talking about today. We have an 

Affordable Multi-Family, a Small Business and a Large Commercial. The small business and large 

commercial pilots are expected to launch later this year. We are working on the program design and the 

regulations for those and we will have workshops in early 2018. The affordable multi-family is expected 

to be live and launched in 2019. And our commercial and multi-family programs also have an on-bill 

feature, an optional on-bill feature, as well. 

 

Slide 9 - Residential Energy Efficiency Loan (REEL) Program 12:51 

 

So, REEL, the main program we are going to be talking about today and moving along to it, is the first 

pilot to roll out and the goal is to help homeowners and renters access attractive financing for energy 

efficiency projects by mitigating risks for participating lenders. And we want to encourage more 

upgrades and deeper retrofits by providing customers with more financing opportunities. 

 

Slide 10 - REEL timeline and current metrics 13:16 

 

This next slide shows you some of the highlights of the REEL development over the last few years. The 

first loan was enrolled in July of 2016 and you'll see in September of 2017, we made the regulation 

modifications that I talked about earlier. We brought our contractor manager on board in October, that's 

Frontier Energy. And now we are in January of 2018, working towards a March 2018 re-adopt with 

modifications. 
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Slide 11 - REEL Activity as of Year End 2017 13:49 

 

Here's a little bit, since we are towards the beginning of the year, here's a little bit of highlight of REEL 

activity as of year-end 2017. So 2017 was a big year for REEL in terms of growth. It is still a new 

program and it is still small, but we have seen tremendous growth between 2016 and now. We have four 

active lenders, 174 enrolled contractors and 98 of those contractors were enrolled in 2017. Fifty 

contractors have now completed a project. In 2017, we went from five enrolled loans to 108 for a total 

of $1.82 million in financing with an average loan size of just under $17,000. Notably about 83 of those 

projects are what we call “finance-only” meaning no utility rebate or incentive was pursued. In terms of 

benefits to borrowers, the average interest rate we saw was 6.84%. The REEL loans, when we compare 

them to the credit unions, our active lenders traditional unsecured product, we have saved borrowers 

$64,500 in interest and we have reduced monthly payments by $36,300. That's total across the loan. 

Those reductions and monthly payments make the repayment of the loan much more affordable for 

borrowers. About 30% of our borrowers had a FICO of under 700 and we'll come back to this issue of 

FICO later. And 56% of our borrowers live in census tracts that are low or moderate income and that is 

defined as the census tract having an AMI, and area median income, of less than 120% of the 

metropolitan area or state AMI. 

 

Slide 12 - REEL Loans to Date by Geography 15:36 

 

This next graph or map shows our REEL loan by geography. You can see where in the state we are. We 

have been heavily concentrated in the Sacramento, San Francisco Bay area and L.A. area. We have had 

some nice progress in the Central Valley, but we want to see a lot more loans in the Central Valley where 

it can be very hot in the summer and where savings can be meaningful and so, we can be a truly statewide 

program. So, we are working on that. Are there any questions or comments on the background 

information I have presented before we go on to the modifications? Okay, great. 

 

Slide 13 – Proposed Modifications to Regulations 16:23 

 

Then, I'm going to go into the modifications and I will pause after each section. 

 

Slide 14 – Proposed Modifications Include 16:27 

 

Here’s a summary of what we are going to talk about today. We are going to talk about updating the 

contractor eligibility criteria, updating methodology for determining low-to-moderate income borrowers, 

updating the methodology to rebalance the lenders' Loan Loss Reserve accounts, incorporating - that 

should say the list of eligible energy efficiency measures into the regulations, providing an option for 

lenders to access a greater credit enhancement for loans to borrowers with low credit scores, clarifying 

rules for self-installation projects, clarifying paperwork submitted for projects with multiple contractors 

and self-installers, and then, clarifying the CAS/CAZ safety test responsibility for projects with more 

than one participating contractor. 

 

Slide 15 - §10091.1: Definitions 17:20 

 

Slide 16 - Updates to §10091.1 Definitions 17:24 
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Okay, Section 1 of the regs are definitions. So, we have some new definitions that we are adding. We 

are defining a Credit-Challenged Borrower of a borrower with a credit score below 640. I want to note 

that the REEL regulation sets a minimum credit score of 580 elsewhere in the regs, so what we are really 

talking about is borrowers with credit scores between 580 and 640. The next definition is an introduction 

of a new aspect of the program, which we are calling the Credit-Challenged Program. This is an optional 

program in which our financial institutions or finance lenders can be approved to participate, and it will 

be described later, which we get to. But it is an opt-in program, where lenders will get a larger credit 

enhancement for every loan that they make if they make loans to -- if they can demonstrate benefits to 

borrowers in these lower credit score bands. So, we'll talk more about that later. Title 20 and Title 24, 

we are defining those here because those are references later when we get to the eligible energy efficiency 

measures and those are both other parts of the California Code of Regulations. Title 20 regulates 

appliance efficiency standards and Title 24, of course, is the building code. 

 

Slide 17 - Updates to §10091.1 Definitions 18:49 

 

Okay now we've updated some definitions. The Eligible Contractor, we are adding a requirement to be 

eligibility for the program. The contractor's license must not have been the subject of disciplinary action 

during the previous year. This would be disciplinary action under the CSLB and we believe at the time 

the contractor actually gets the disciplinary action it's quite serious. And so, we are kind of implementing 

a remediation or waiting period after a contractor has been through a disciplinary order, they need to 

work again for a year before they would come into our program. And that is basically consumer 

protection for our participating borrowers. Next definition we are updating, the Eligible Energy 

Efficiency Measures to this point have always referenced the utilities, the Investor Owned utilities list, 

which were linked to their rebate and incentive programs. The Decision that came out in March 2017, so 

17.03.026 gave CAEATFA authority to set the Eligible Energy Efficiency Measures for the program and 

our dream since the beginning of this program has been a simplified statewide list and that is what this 

sets up to do. We are defining the Eligible Energy Efficiency Measures as a list that CAEATFA's 

producing and we outlined the standards in Section 10091.10, which we will get to in a few moments.  

 

Slide 18 - Updates to §10091.1 Definitions 20:30 

 

Eligible Improvements definition has been updated and this is just to bring it in line with the definition 

that we just changed. That because the lists are no longer by IOU, we still need to explain that an eligible 

measure has to correspond to the fuel source provided by the IOU. So, because this program is funded 

by utility ratepayers of the four investor owned utilities, we need to make sure we're financing gas 

measures when the investor owned utilities provide gas and electric when they provide electric and both 

where they provide both. 

 

Slide 19 - Updates to §10091.1 Definitions 21:07 

 

Another update, Low-to-Moderate Income. We are changing how that is determined. We are giving 

lenders now two options. Prior to now, a borrower's household income is what determined their LMI 

status, and the challenge is that our credit union lenders do not underwrite the entire household or they 

do not underwrite a spouse unless both borrower and spouse happen to apply for the loan. So we were 

not getting consistent household income data and it is not part of their practice or standards to ask for 
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income of the second individual in the house. So, the data we had was not consistent. So, what we are 

doing now is clarifying what we meant by household income, but we are also giving an option to use 

census tract as a proxy for borrower's household income and we defined here that it would be basically 

Area Median Income does not exceed 120% of AMI for borrower's metropolitan area, county, or the 

state. So, lenders now have a choice to tell us household income or census tract income. What that means 

is that when we are doing our reporting like you saw me say earlier that 56% of our borrowers live in 

census tracts that are LMI, we don't know exactly whether that household is LMI or not, but we know 

that the census tract is, so we have more precise and consistent data. And we can talk more about that if 

folks have question.   

 

The next definition that we have changed is Self-Installer, and what we are clarifying here is that the 

self-installer is able to install both EEEMs available for self-install, but also, Eligible Improvement. We 

have had many loans where a borrower wanted to take advantage of the 30% flexibility in the REEL 

Program where you can do 30% non-energy measures such as water efficiency, and we have had 

borrowers that wanted to do that and wanted to do their own landscaping and take out a loan to finance 

the materials or make their own improvements, so we are allowing them to do that. We are still requiring 

that a REEL contractor install any of the more complex measures and we can show what is available for 

self-install on the EEEMs list later. So, those are all of the updates to definitions. 

 

Slide 17 - Updates to §10091.1 Definitions 23:05 

 

We did have a question come in about the impact of removing the demand response measures. So, the 

language that is struck here said that the list of EEEMs shall include demand response measures to the 

extent they are approved for energy efficiency rebates or incentives. There have not been to this day 

many demand response measures on the IOUs rebates and incentives list other than smart thermostat, 

which is on our list. I know that smart thermostat is not always DR, it can be DR enabled. The impact of 

this is really none because you will see later when we get to the EEEMs list, we have a measure on our 

list called IOU rebate or incentive or other. And what that does is that any measure that the utilities offer 

for rebate or incentive from now on will be available for financing in our program because our intent 

was always to be able to support the utilities’ rebate and incentive programs and allow the customers to 

finance that. Let's say in the next six months PG&E has a new demand response measure or an appliance 

with demand response as part of it and they are offering the rebate, that will automatically be eligible in 

our program. We are changing the way that we include the -- the demand response measures will be 

included. We don't have any specifically demand response measures on the list that is going to be 

permanent in REEL, but any utility rebate or incentive measures will be allowed. Any other questions or 

comments on definitions so far? If you want to speak and you raise your hand, we can unmute your line 

and you can talk to us. Okay. 

 

Slide 20 - § 10091.2: Eligible Financial Institution and Eligible Finance 25:49 

Lender Applications to Participate 

 

That offer still stands. 

 

Slide 21 - Updates to §10091.2 Eligible Financial institution and Eligible 25:51 

Finance Lender Applications to Participate 
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So, moving forward. Next is the updates to Section 91.2, and here is where we clarify what lenders would 

have to do if they want to participate in this Credit-Challenged Program. We are basically saying beyond 

the -- and just a little background for those who are new to program. Every time a lender makes a loan 

in REEL, they receive a Loan Loss Reserve contribution. If the borrower is an LMI borrower, CAEATFA 

will make a 20% contribution. So, if it is a $10,000 loan, CAEATFA will make a $2,000 contribution to 

their trustee account, their Loss Reserve Account held by a trustee. If it's a borrower who is not LMI, it 

is an 11% contribution. And what we are doing here is we are setting up participation in this optional 

Credit-Challenged Program. And lenders, we're asking them to basically tell us if you want to receive 

the extra 20% credit enhancement for these lower FICO borrowers from the 580 to 640 range, then tell 

us what the benefits to those borrowers would be, tell us what the product would be, and this will be part 

of their application to our program. And this will be open to lenders who are already in and open to 

lenders who want to join potentially in the future. I should also mention that the Public Utility 

Commission recently on December 14th approved a resolution that described how the REEL pilots will 

be evaluated in their consideration of what to do with REEL after the pilot period and the definition of 

underserved has been broadened a bit. There used to be direct talk about Low-to-Moderate Income and 

now, borrowers with lower credit scores have been recognized as another underserved population and so 

that is partly why we are making sure we have something set-up in our program to incentivize lenders to 

lend to those borrowers in a responsible way. And there is of course, debt to income rules in our program, 

as well. We want to make sure that if we are loaning to someone with a low credit score that they are 

able to pay back that loan. Okay, are there any questions or comments on the Credit-Challenged Program 

so far? Okay. 

 

Slides 22-27 - § 10091.3-10091.5 28:27 

 

There are no additional changes to 10091.3, or the loan eligibility underwriting criteria in 91.4, or the 

contractor management in 91.5. 

 

Slide 28 - § 10091.6: Establishment and Funding of Loss Reserve Accounts 28:45 

 

Slide 29 - Updates to §10091.6 Establishment and Funding of Loss Reserve Accounts 28:46 

 

Now, we get to the part of the regulations in Section 91.6 where we are rebalancing accounts. So, the 

Decision that came out in March gave CAEATFA the authority to rebalance the lenders’ Loss Reserve 

Account less frequently than quarterly, which was the original staff guidance from the Public Utility 

Commission. And so I should give a little background here that, I think the intent of rebalancing of 

accounts was that as loans paid down or off, we wanted to be able to recycle some of the funds in the 

account, so that they are available for other – to credit enhanced future loans. What we found is that the 

mandate to do the quarterly rebalance had a very high administrative burden and cost while providing 

little benefit to the ratepayers because in a 2-year pilot, the funds don't actually revolve that much, and 

we had spent so little of the budget allocated for the REEL credit enhancement. We have spent about 

200,000 plus to date and we have about 20 million for the REEL credit enhancement. So, what we have 

done here is we have explained how we will rebalance loss reserve accounts and we will rebalance when 

loans are paid off and we will do it on the fiscal year, for the fiscal year ending June 30th. So, in July of 

each year, we will look back to the prior year, we will see what loans have been paid off in full and this 

is coming from that original guidance Decision in 2013, which mandates that we must rebalance when 

loans are paid off in full. 
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Slide 30 - Updates to §10091.6 Establishment and Funding of Loss Reserve Accounts 30:44 

 

And we will take back the original Loan Loss Reserve contribution. So if a $10,000 loan, in which we 

originally contributed $1,100, pays off during the fiscal year, we will recoup that $1,100 and return it to 

what is called the program holding account, so it is available for future lenders who make additional 

loans under the program. What these provisions show you here on the screen is a little bit of an 

adjustment in the case of claims. So, the idea of the Loss Reserve Account, is that if the lender has a loan 

default in the program, they are able to make a claim and recoup 90% of their charge-off. What we are 

saying here is that if there is a claim during the fiscal year, we will net that claim amount out prior to the 

rebalancing because the intent of those funds were to help the lender mitigate risk and be able to recoup 

losses in the event of a default. So, this explains how we do those calculations. Are there any questions 

or comments about the change to the rebalancing of the Loss Reserve Account? As a reminder, if you 

don’t want to type it and want to talk, you can raise your hand and we will unmute your line. If you 

prefer to type, you can put it into the chat box or question box, excuse me. 

 

Slide 31 - § 10091.7: Optional Loss Reserve Reservation and Project Pre-Approval 32:14 

 

Okay. 

 

Slide 32 - Updates to §10091.7 Optional Loss Reserve Reservation and 32:18 

Project Pre-Approval 

 

The only change here under this Optional Loss Reserve Reservation and Project Approval section, this 

is just when lenders are applying, if they want to be preapproved on a particular loan before they actually 

go ahead and fund the project is that they are now going to tell us which methodology they used to 

determine LMI qualifications. So, when they tell us this is a LMI borrower, we are going to want to 

know was it a LMI borrower determined by household income or determined by census tract, so that we 

can keep those records straight. 

 

Slide 33 - § 10091.8: Loan Enrollment 32:51 

 

Slide 34 - Updates to §10091.8 Loan Enrollment 32:52 

 

Okay, Loan Enrollment. So, we have a few updates here that reflects some of the different changes that 

I have mentioned. So, this first change right here has to do with the documents that lenders submit to us 

when they are enrolling a loan. And what we have found is that since the utilities have picked up 

marketing of the program directly to consumers there are some consumers who have said, oh, fantastic, 

I can borrow up to $50,000, I'm going to replace both my windows and HVAC, but I want to use a 

windows contractor for the windows and an HVAC contractor for the HVAC. There are some customers 

who have said I want to do part of this myself as a self-installer and I want to hire a contractor to do the 

rest. We have had a fair number of projects that have not fit the mold of a single REEL contractor. So 

what we are doing here is clarifying that any contractor who is certifying work on the project needs to 

provide a certificate of completion and that's just for accountability in the program and even if there is a 

self-installer on the project and a contractor, we still need the form from the contractor and we will need 
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the form certification from the self-installer. So we are just bringing our regs in line with what is actually 

happening out there in the field and making sure that we have the paperwork to support it. 

 

Slide 35 - Updates to §10091.8 Loan Enrollment continued 34:34 

 

Okay, more on loan enrollment. So the lender is also going to tell us the methodology used to determine 

LMI qualification, just like the preapproval. And this next number 27, and here's the data point that the 

lender gives us, we want the lender to tell us whether the project included a self-installer component or 

more than one Participating Contractor. So, we know when there is one of these kind of more complex 

projects because that helps us with the back-end quality control. We are number 2 here in Section 

10091.8h, we are just clarifying what the self-installer certifies to reflect that change that we talked about 

a little bit earlier on and it is actually coming later in a section too, to clarify if the self-installer can install 

some eligible energy efficiency measures like a refrigerator that is eligible for self-install or these non-

EEEM additional home improvements, like painting or landscaping, and that is what the loans were used 

to pay for. 

 

Slide 36 - Updates to §10091.8 Loan Enrollment continued 35:43 

 

Let's see, more on loan enrollment. We are now clarifying the rest of that Credit-Challenged Program. 

So, we had the definition and then we talked about how lenders would have to apply for it and now, here 

is the section of the regulation that explains that if there is a loan to a Credit-Challenged Borrower and 

this lender is participating in the program, then we are going to make a 20% loss reserve contribution for 

them. And in no circumstance will the contribution be more than 20%, so if it is a LMI borrower that 

also has a low credit score, it is still a 20% contribution. Okay, are there any questions or comments 

about that Loan Enrollment section? Anything I spoke about before we move on? 

 

Slides 37-38 - § 10091.9: Claims 36:37 

  

Okay, no changes to the claims section. 

 

Slide 39 - § 10091.10: Project Requirements 36:40 

 

Slide 40 - Updates to §10091.10 Project Requirements 36:41 

 

Okay, project requirements. Here's the self-installer piece that we have come across a few times where 

we are clarifying that the self-installer can do the additional home improvements, and we are also 

clarifying that EEEMs that are not identified as eligible for self-install must be done by a Participating 

Contractor in the program, just so there is no ambiguity there. 

 

Slide 41 - Updates to §10091.10 Project Requirements 37:06 

 

In terms of what is eligible for self-install, we have had this definition since the September modifications. 

We've added dishwasher. We are taking away cooking products and food service equipment because we 

actually weren't doing that, and we've decided that with gas stoves we don't want to make those eligible 

for self-install under our program. And actually a stove isn't even eligible right now anyway, but if it 

were, we would require a REEL contractor to do it. So, if a utility ever had a stove or oven on their rebate 
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list that would be eligible, not eligible for self-install. And then we have added a portable air purifier or 

air cleaner as a self-install item. And then when we get to §10091.10 (j) at the bottom of my screen or if 

you are following along in the actual redline, this is what I mentioned a little while ago that we were 

having customers pull different contractors together for their projects. It can be ambiguous as to who is 

responsible for the safety test. So we have a safety test requirement that is triggered, and it is elsewhere 

in this section if you want to look at it, and it is triggered when there is at least three measures done and 

when we touch either the air sealing for the building or the attic insulation or the duct field. And what 

we are clarifying here is if there is more than one contractor and together their work triggers a safety test, 

it is going to be the contractor who installed the measures that trigger the safety test. They will be 

responsible for arranging it unless those contractors otherwise agree. Now we have some situations just 

where there is one general contractor coordinating the work of others. Whenever we have a general 

contractor they are really the only ones certifying the work and arranging all the testing. That's the easy 

case. This is to deal with the case where this customer is acting as the general and bringing in different 

contractors to work on the project, and this is just what we have learned through those first 108 loans 

that this is happening. Okay, any questions before I go on to the EEEMs List? Questions or comments 

on what we have talked about so far? 

 

Slide 42 - Updates to §10091.10 Project Requirements: 39:23 

Eligible Energy Efficiency Measures List 

 

Okay. We are going to now talk about the Eligible Energy Efficiency Measures list, and I want to give 

a little bit of background as to how CAEATFA approached this. So, as I mentioned the Decision 

17.03.026 gave CAEATFA the authority to determine what measures were eligible for financing in the 

program. The prior eligibility was really linked to the IOUs rebate and incentive programs. And our goal 

has always been to have this simple, streamlined list with statewide consistency. Contractors need an 

easy program to participate in, lenders need an easy list to check things off of. We had already taken 

some steps to do this, so after we were given this authority in the spring, what we did was we took 

measures that were offered by each IOU and expanded those measures to be eligible statewide. For 

instance, one utility offered a rebate on a refrigerator, we made a refrigerator available statewide any 

time an IOU was providing an electric service. That helped a lot in our program because we had the 

same list across IOUs, for all of the gas IOUs and all the electric IOUs, service areas. But we have gone 

further with this set of regulations. What we have done now is we have retained most of the IOU rebate 

measures that are the common energy efficiency upgrades that are sort of standard because the goal of 

the program is to facilitate uptake of home upgrade and other IOU programs. But we have also expanded 

the list. So we are allowing financing of many measures at code. Now, the IOUs have had some to code 

pilots in the past. I think that most of those have been paused or stopped at the moment, but we are 

allowing financing of several measures at code, including HVAC, and this is consistent with state policy 

to capture orphaned energy savings and kind of in line with AB 802. We consulted contractors and 

several different industry experts to include additional measures or to set standards for our measures to 

make sure that we had reasonable assumptions that there would be energy savings. And that is how we 

got to the list that I'm going to show you. So, I'm going to show you the list as it appears in regulations. 

 

Slide 43 - Updates to §10091.10 Project Requirements: 41:45 

Eligible Energy Efficiency Measures List 
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So, there is a table that will appear in the regulations, and then we also have a separate list that the public 

will use, the contractors will use to choose their EEEMs and this is because we set minimum standards 

in regs, but when we actually get the reporting from the contractor and what was installed, we want to 

have a break out of efficiency specs. So that's what we have done on the list and the list is more user 

friendly in terms of showing what is available for self-install and really clearly, if you have been 

following along all this time, you realize self-install, you have to read one section of the regulations and 

then put that together with the list. We have just made that all user friendly for people in the public list. 

One other thing that I wanted to mention here is that in any situation Title 24 is always going to prevail. 

So that's in here because we don't want to have to update our list every time – we don’t want to have to 

update our regulations every time Title 24 code changes and Title 24 is always going to prevail in terms 

of any particular climate zone. So even if we are allowing a certain R-Value in some climate zones and 

if a contractor is working in some climate zones that requires something higher, they have to do it because 

they have to comply with the law. 

 

Slide 44 - Eligible Energy Efficiency Measures List 42:58 

 

Here's the table that appears in regulations. We basically got a category, I think six categories, and then 

the measure name, and the source eligibility and whether the IOU is providing electric or gas or both. In 

some cases the fuel source eligibility corresponds to the fuel used for water heating. I'm sorry that you 

can't read that very well on that table. That's the case with the clothes washer and the dishwasher, And 

then you have got the minimum efficiency requirements on the right. In the case of appliances for 

example, the minimum efficiency is Energy Star. 

 

Slide 45 - Eligible Energy Efficiency Measures List (continued) 43:37 

 

This table goes on to HVAC. 

 

Slide 46 - Eligible Energy Efficiency Measures List (continued) 43:42 

 

And then lighting, pool products, water heating, and here's the IOU other measure that I talked about 

when we were answering the demand response question. Now, what I'm going to do is, we're going to 

leave this list and we are going to pull up the clean EEEMs List. 

 

Clean EEEMs List 44:01 

 

You have the access to both the clean list and the redlined. So this is the user friendly one that we are 

talking about. This is much more similar to what contractors see now on the website when they are 

selecting measures, there is also a code for them to pick. So this is what contractors and borrowers will 

see something like this and this is kind of easier to follow along and Sim is going to walk through our 

thoughts about each of these measures.   

 

Sim Randhawa: Hi, everyone. This is Sim Randhawa and I'm the marketing specialist here at CAEATFA. 

And thank you for joining today's workshop. As Miriam pointed out, we have now simplified or clarified 

some of the list to make it more accessible to both consumers and contractors or anybody who is 

participating in the program. The list that we are looking at currently is the clean version. As Miriam 
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highlighted, there is a version on the website with EEEMs IDs and I wanted to walk through this version, 

so if you are reviewing it, you have an idea of what you are looking at and how we have laid it out. 

 

Miriam Joffe-Block: Sim, I just want to clarify that the version on the website won't have all of these 

measures because the version on the website right now still corresponds to our September 2017 regs. 

 

Sim Randhawa: That is correct. On the first column we have the measure type. As we were discussing 

earlier there are about six types. It starts with appliances, and currently we have air cleaner/air purifier, 

clothes dryer, either gas or electric, clothes washer where they are delineated by the water heating source, 

and then the dishwasher, which is done the same way, and the freezer and the refrigerator. As we move 

across those columns, we notice that there is a measure spec. All of these appliances as also outlined in 

the regs have been set to a standard of Energy Star. And then the eligibility for the fuel source are the 

next columns, whether it is electric fuel source eligible or gas fuel source eligible, that's indicated by an 

X in that column. Each of these appliances are eligible for self-install. If it is not eligible, you will not 

see an X in the column and then you will see that in other measures in the other categories. As we move 

all the way to the right, we can see the reasoning column for why this measure has been proposed to be 

added or why it exists on the EEEMs List currently, and that varies from whether it is a common home 

appliance that is anticipated to have demand under the program to it's previously been identified by at 

least one of the IOUs as an energy savings measure. 

 

As we move down into the next category, and it is going to require a little bit of scrolling back to the 

left, we have the building envelope measure type. Here we're looking at all of the measures that affect 

the building envelope. These are air, ceiling, attic, insulation, cool roof, floor insulation and radiant 

barrier, as well as wall insulation, windows, window film. As I look at the first one, if we are looking at 

air ceiling, we have the greater than or equal to 15% of the leakage reduction and then we also have the 

30%. Both of these are standard efficiency improvement measures and they are eligible for both electric 

and gas bill services. We have them delineated as a means to capture the two different options for when 

we are looking at energy savings later. The attic insulation is also the same. It is spec at R-30 and R-38, 

and we also have a third attic insulation at R-49. This is where what Miriam was pointing out that Title 

24 will trump all and that if a certain climate zone requires a specific R rating for attic insulation, that 

will be the requirement, not necessarily what is eligible on the list if a lower one is eligible in a specific 

region. 

 

Next we have cool roof, which we do want Title 24 compliance and CRRC certified, and that's the Cool 

Roof Rating Council. And here we are requiring that for the measure to be eligible that it must replace 

at least 50% of the roof or a 100 square feet of the roofing area. And this is also another measure that 

was identified by the IOUs. We are clarifying slightly to remove the definition that previously existed 

where we said that either at least 50% of the roof or 1,000 square feet of the roofing area. And it had said 

whichever is greater, we are removing that because we are allowing for homes that might be under 1,000 

square feet of roofing area all together. The couple of floor insulation measures, they both must meet 

Title 24 code requirements and that's again to emphasize that there might be climate zones where a 

certain floor insulation R rating applies, and we do want to capture the savings of both and then again, 

Title 24 would be the code requirement. And I apologize, for a cool roof that’s an electric only measure 

because it is a cooling measure the savings are under the electric fuel service and not the gas. 
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As we come down to radiant barrier, this is also another cooling measure, we want the contractor to – 

whoever is installing the measure to follow the manufacturer installation requirements for insulation in 

the attic. That's a clarification from what previously existed, and again all of the equipment and materials 

must meet or exceed the Title 24 code requirements. Wall insulation, we clarified the R-13 and 19 values 

because depending on the studs that exist inside the wall, R-13 or R-19 insulation maybe required and 

both of these eligible for either electric or gas fuel service. Windows and window film, both of these 

previously existed and have been identified by the IOUs as energy savings measures. They apply to both 

electric and gas fuel service and they are both for Title 24 compliance. Previously, we had window film 

spec at Energy Star, but Energy Star actually just references back to meeting the window standard and 

then looking at Title 24. Title 24 is actually a little bit more specific, so we updated that to say Title 24 

compliant window film. 

 

Then we move on into the HVAC category. Here we will find things like air-conditioners, duct insulation, 

and duct ceiling, evaporative coolers, furnaces, heat pumps, hydronic radiant heating, mini splits and 

even the smart thermostat and then, again, we repeat the split package systems down here. So, all varieties 

of HVAC units in this category. This one is a little bit extensive. We have a bunch of different measure 

breakouts primarily to capture the savings between what is installed on the project and just to make sure 

that we are capturing what you know is installed and later, we are making that energy savings 

determination we have clear data points to reference. We start with the HVAC A/C unit only and this is 

only the central air-conditioning unit, and it is widely accepted in the industry that the HVAC units and 

it is one of the highest energy consumption devices in the home and CAEATFA is allowing of financing 

to HVAC to code. We did clarify that this is now a central A/C unit opposed to the ambiguity in the spec 

where maybe someone could have interpreted this as a window A/C unit. We didn't run into that issue, 

but something that we wanted to clarify, and this is for electric fuel service only because that's clearly 

what an A/C unit uses. We break this out into a few different tiers. We have the 14-tier, 15, 16, 17, and 

than greater than or equal to 18. And this is all again to capture the energy savings between whichever 

specific measure maybe installed in the project. 

 

Next we have duct insulation, which again has the R-6 and R-8 values going to code or whichever is 

more appropriate for the specific climate zone. And we are clarifying the Title 24 requirement within the 

spec again just to address that issue if you do require R-8 in your climate zone that you are installing that 

and not R-6 just because it is eligible. We have duct ceiling as an eligible measure in the program and 

Title 24 has a definition where there is a few different ways of meeting the duct ceiling requirement for 

existing ducts versus if you have replacement ducts. For existing ducts we have that as sealed to 10%, or 

less for duct leakage to outside or less than or equal to 15% of the total leakage, or if neither of those can 

be satisfied then seal all accessible leaks verified by visual inspection. Because duct sealing applies to 

both cooling and heating of the home, it is electric and gas eligible and we do conceive that as a standard 

energy efficiency improvement measure, and we clarify the Title 24 requirement, which we see as all 

contractors complying with it anyway as they go through either an existing duct seal or replacement duct 

seal. The three evaporative cooler measures we have are separated with the three different types that you 

can run into. There is the ducted evaporative cooler, the ducted evaporative cooler with dampers, and 

then there is the window evaporative cooler. All of these are electric fuel source only and they have all 

been previously identified by one of the IOUs and we are making it eligible statewide. 

 

Next, we move into the other component of common HVAC systems that is the furnace.  
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This measure is for the break out of the furnace only portion, and we have it delineated by the AFUE 

rating, which we start out with the 80 to 89% AFUE for one of the first spec, and then the 90 to 93, and 

94 to 96, and we have greater than 96. This is again one of those widely accepted in the industry that 

they are one of the highest energy consumption devices in the home and CAEATFA is allowing for 

financing of HVAC to code as we saw with the central A/C, but we are limiting this fuel source to gas 

because we are now looking at a furnace as opposed to an A/C. If you are doing this furnace measure, it 

needs to be gas fuel eligible. And then we move into heat pumps, which follow a similar pattern of the 

SEER rating, the 14, 15, 16, 17, and then greater than or equal to 18. And since heat pumps do not use 

any gas fuel source, these are electric eligible only measures and all of the heat pumps that we have or 

just the heat pump in general has been previously identified by at least one of the IOUs, and we are 

making it eligible statewide while allowing for financing to code. 

 

Next we have the radiant and hydronic heating. This is per the manufacturers installation guidelines and 

again Title 24 applies just for the sake of if there is a scenario where, you know, Title 24 is triggered in 

the installation of a heating or hydronic radiant heating, that would need to be applied regardless of the 

spec, but we do require that it is to the manufacturer's installation guidelines. And this was one of those 

previously identified by one of the IOUs as an energy savings measure and we make it available 

statewide. Mini splits and this one we keep a little bit different from the other HVAC units in that we are 

only looking for 18 SEER or greater mini splits. And we have this separated in two separate scenarios: 

one is with the heating component and you can get a mini split without heating, and then there is the 

mini split that has a heating component, which is a little bit similar to a heat pump, but just a smaller 

unit. This was previously - the mini split was previously identified by at least one of the IOUs as an 

energy savings measure and CAEATFA's making it eligible statewide. And the 18 SEER that we have 

here opposed to the 14, 15 that we saw would be other HVAC units represents a high-level of efficiency 

and reasonable affordability. We are removing a - we previously had a label here that said ductless mini 

split and we are removing that label from the measure spec to expand the offering to include ducted units 

as well because depending on a particular installation scenario, either a ducted or ductless mini split may 

be more effective, and we don't want to limit that from being a part of the program. And the next measure 

you see is the mini split with the heat pump, which just means that it has a heating component as part of 

the mini split itself. The next measure we see is a smart thermostat and this is one that has been previously 

identified by at least one of the IOUs as an energy savings measure, and CAEATFA is making it eligible 

statewide. This is for both electric and gas fuel source given the role that it plays in both heating and 

cooling components of a HVAC system. 

 

After that we move into the split/package system itself. Now, this is both the A/C and furnace 

components. This - using the same logic that we split or package system is one of the highest energy 

consumption devices in the home. CAEATFA is allowing financing to code and it is eligible for both 

because this consists of the furnace and central A/C units together in either a split or package system. 

We are following the same delineation of 14 SEER, 15, 16, 17, and then greater than or equal to 18. Next 

we have the wall furnaces, which there are two different types. There is a gravity wall furnace and then 

we have the fan type wall furnace. The gravity wall furnace, they both are spec’d to code with the same 

- CAEATFA making a previously identified IOU energy savings measure and making it eligible 

statewide and the financing of HVAC to code. Since furnaces rely only on gas fuel for power, they are 

both limited to the gas fuel source. We do have this new measure here on under the HVAC category, the 

whole house fan. We require that it is a Title 24 compliant whole house fan installation, and from 
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contractors and industry experts we were able to identify the energy savings benefits for this measure 

and the high perceived demand for this measure seemed like a good fit for the program. 

 

We are going to move into the next category which only has really one measure in it, and that is the 

lighting category with the LED lighting measure. Here we have a widely accepted measure that LED 

lighting offers energy savings benefits. We clarified things like the label that it must be LED lighting as 

opposed to previously, I believe they didn't have the mention of LED at all. And that it is electric fuel 

source only as it relies on electricity. 

 

One of the final two, I believe, categories that we have is the pool products, and here we have a variety 

of options. We have the pump motor, we have the variable speed drive, the efficient variable speed 

motor, the efficient variable speed pool pump and motor, and all of these are electric only measures with 

I believe, a few of them being eligible for self-install. I will get to those as we go through each of them. 

The first one is the pool pump motor that meets or exceeds Title 20. It's a recommended measure for 

energy savings by industry consultants. And again, electric fuel source only as all of these will be. The 

variable speed drive is Title 24 compliant variable speed drive on pool pump controls, and this is a 

previously identified measure by one of the IOUs as the energy savings measure. We did clarify that the 

Title 24 compliance in the measure spec. Next we have the efficient variable speed motor, and this is 

one of those eligible for self-install measures. We haven't seen this check mark in the column for a while, 

but as you can see in the third column after the specification that the efficient variable speed motor would 

be eligible for self-install and this is again, one of those previously identified by one of the IOUs as an 

energy savings measure. Same thing with the next efficient variable speed pool pump and motor. Title 

24 compliance with it, but again, electric fuel source and also, eligible for self-install. 

 

And then, we will move into the water heating category. We have a new delineation for the faucet aerator 

and then, also, I believe another one, but we will get to in a second. In water heating, we have faucet 

aerator, gas storage water heaters, heat pump water heater, and then, the showerhead. That was the other 

one, delineation of shower head, and then the shower thermostatic valve, and a tankless water heater. So, 

I'm going to go through those starting with the faucet aerator. The faucet aerator, like we saw with the 

dishwashers above, is a measure that has been delineated by the water source of how the water is heated, 

whether it is from an electric water heater or a gas water heater. And the faucet aerator must meet or 

exceed Title 20 code requirements and then, depending on the water heater that is heating the water, 

going through the faucet aerator, the contractor will select the appropriate measure depending on its fuel 

source. These are eligible for self-install and the faucet aerator was a previously identified measure by 

one of the IOUs that we are making eligible for statewide. 

 

Next we have the gas storage water heater. Here we are saying that it must be an Energy Star gas storage 

water heater. Energy Star actually has a couple of different specs depending on the size of the water 

heater. And then to capture which one is installed on a project, we have two different measures to look 

at that later after we are looking back at projects and we are doing evaluations of energy savings. The 

first is less than equal to 55 gallons and that's using the Uniform Energy Factor. That's the newest 

specification that Energy Star is using to clarify the efficiency of a gas storage water heater. And here 

we have it as UEF of greater than or equal to 0.64 for medium draw pattern or greater than or equal to 

0.68 for high draw pattern. Because they are gas storage water heaters they are eligible only under the 

gas fuel service option. And then for gas storage water heaters that are greater than 55 gallons, the UEF 

for medium draw must be greater than equal to 0.78 and for high draw pattern should be greater than or 
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equal to 0.8. Then we look at the heat pump water heater where Energy Star has a single spec that we 

are proceeding with, it is the less than or equal to 55-gallon -- I'm sorry, I actually looked away. It's less 

than or equal to 55-gallon with an UEF greater than equal to 2.0. And then we have the greater than 55-

gallon of UEF greater than or equal to 2.2. This is again one of those widely accepted in the industry that 

water heaters are one of the highest energy consumption devices in the home, and we are just clarifying 

it to use the UEF because that's the newest spec that Energy Star is using to determine efficiency. 

 

We have a single measure that previously existed now being broken out the same way: the faucet aerator, 

dishwasher were separated on the list where depending on the water heating source, whether it is from 

an electric or gas water heater, the contractor can select the measure appropriately. And for all three or 

all four of these measures, whether it is the low flow showerhead, the shower thermostatic valve, the 

requirement that we have is that it needs to be Title 20 code requirement. And depending on, again, the 

water heating source that appropriate measure can be selected. Both of these items were previously 

identified by at least one of the IOUs and CAEATFA is just making it eligible statewide, and both the 

low flow shower head and the thermostatic valve are eligible for self-install. And then, finally on the list 

-- no, sorry, I skipped this last one. We have the tankless water heater, which is an on demand tankless 

water heater, and we are allowing for both electric and gas fuel sources because we are allowing for an 

electric on demand water heater or a gas on demand water heater. But if it is gas, it must be Energy Star 

with an UEF of 0.87 or greater, and if it is an electric tankless water heater, in that case, there is no 

Energy Star label as the device itself. All the electric water heaters available on the market are already a 

highly efficient technology. The way Energy Star specification works it’s only as we look to increase 

efficiency for each of the products in the market, but these are already highly efficient to where the 

standard what you get with the Title 20, what you buy on the market is already at an efficiency that 

doesn't need an Energy Star label. 

 

Finally, we have the measure that we discussed earlier that the other measure, the one without a specific 

category, the one that is a bit more universal on where it can be applied as long as it meets the 

specification where we're saying an IOU, REN, or CCA rebated measure for a project receiving the 

rebate and it is not eligible for projects where they do not receive the rebate. So any rebate that we have 

from an IOU, REN, or CCA that needs to be, that can use this measure. So if the IOUs create a specific 

measure in the future that isn't on our list, a contractor can apply for a rebate there, use this measure to 

get that as a part of the REEL Program. And this is gas and electric fuel source eligible because it could 

be either. 

 

 

Miriam Joffe-Block: Okay. Thank you very much, Sim. Are there any questions or comments? Would 

folks like to speak to the EEEMs list? Okay, well then while you are thinking about that I'm going to go 

back to the main slides that we're going through. 

 

Slide 47 - § 10091.11: Reporting 1:08:17 

§ 10091.12: Sale of Enrolled Loans 

§ 10091.13: Termination and Withdrawal 

§ 10091.14: Reports of Regulatory Agencies 

§ 10091.15: CHEEF Privacy Rights Disclosure 

Basically to show there are no more changes after that section. So, 10091.11 to 15, we are not changing 

anything in those sections. Thank you. 
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Skipped Slide 48 

 

Slide 49 - NEXT STEPS 1:08:46 

 

And then, so next steps, if you have comments that you don't want to share here today, but you want to 

give them to us in writing, you are welcome and encouraged to do so. You can send them by 12:00 p.m. 

on January 18th to cheef@treasurer.ca.gov. We do have a question. The question is - it has been typed 

into the box: why do you think 83 of the 108 loans have not used IOU rebate, or incentive programs? 

Contractors not outreaching marketing well enough? So I think that what our program - so I think that 

there are a few things going on with that. I think that is a great question. I think that there are– so the 

contractors in our program of the 178, I believe there is about 3/5th of them are participating in the IOU 

programs right now, meaning they are an IOU home upgrade contractor. 2/5ths of them are not. So we 

have contractors in our program who don't take part of the IOU rebate and incentive programs. And we 

tell them about them, and the IOUs do that outreach, but not every contractor wants to participate because 

sometimes for various reasons, the paperwork of getting into the program or the paperwork of submitting 

the rebates. So we have some contractors doing projects that just aren't going to be telling the customers 

necessarily about the rebates. We also have allowed for the financing of single measures whereas the 

rebate programs often require a comprehensive project, so like home upgrade, you have to do three 

measures. We are seeing single measure HVAC installations, we are seeing single measure insulation 

loans. So there are projects that are being financed through our program that wouldn't qualify for an IOU 

rebate. And we are wanting to experiment with that because we are a pilot, because we are not dispensing 

the funds the same way the utility rebate and incentive programs do. We are using some ratepayer funds 

at 11 or 20% of the cost of the loan to leverage private capital, but those funds will be returned to the 

ratepayer as long as the loans don't default. 

 

And so we have taken the philosophy that we can be more liberal with what we finance than the utility 

programs do, where they are literally paying someone to install a certain piece of equipment and that 

money is gone and never recovered. I think it is the flexibility, I think it is contractors not being part of 

the programs, the utilities, some of them also ran out of rebate funds, their programs were oversubscribed. 

So I don't mean to say that the utility programs are not popular because, SoCalGas ran out, and I think 

SoCal Edison ran out of their home upgrade funds at the end of 2017 because they had so much demand. 

So loans that came in and projects that were done at the end of 2017 where there were no rebate funds, 

contractors may have just used - helped the customer use financing in order to approve – or to get the 

project done because there was no rebate. Those are the different reasons that I think it is happening, but 

the fact that we are largely a "finance-only" program I think is good because one of the things that this 

program is designed to test is to whether customers will make upgrades without being given a rebate. 

And I think we are seeing so far on a small scale that they will. And others may have different opinions 

out there listening, so if you want to weigh in with a different thought, you are welcome to. I know we 

also have some utility reps on the line and if any of them want to speak to this, I can unmute you. 

 

Okay, last call for questions. Oh it looks like James might want to address this. I'm sorry, James, you 

have been raising your hand for a long time. James, you are on. 

 

Slide 50 – Thank You 1:13:06 
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James, if you are trying to speak to us, it is hard to hear. It doesn’t - he's actually not connected to audio 

here. So, we have put you back on mute. Here we go. I think this version of him. Okay, your line is still 

open James if you wish to speak. But we are unable to hear you if you are talking. I think that we just 

heard something.  

 

Sim Randhawa: He said he's calling in. 

 

Miriam Joffe-Block: James, I'm sorry, we are trying to unmute your line, but the one that shows you 

chatting to us doesn't have an actual audio connection. You are showing as logged in under a couple of 

different lines and we have unmuted both of those that might be colleagues at SoCalGas. We'll wait 

another second or two to see if we are able to hear him. Okay, I think that the audio is not going to work. 

I think James wants to make the comment, if he did have audio, that we should track customers’ 

awareness of rebates or incentives, so we can - I think what he is saying is that so we can measure: is the 

decision actually forego a rebate or incentive or was there just no awareness in the first place. So I think 

there is some very interesting surveying to do with REEL - these regs don't really - I think that's an 

interesting comment that we should consider and if we want to learn more information from the borrower, 

we would want to put it in these regulations so that we could gather it at the time that they fill out the 

CHEEF disclosure form or the REEL borrower form, and we can certainly look into adding a question 

or two about awareness. And we are happy to talk to you about that during this ten-day comment period. 

Last call for comments or questions. Okay well thank you everyone - oh, how exciting. Lisa Hu, we have 

unmuted you. 

 

Lisa Hu: This is Lisa over at Greenlining. Can you hear me? 

 

Miriam Joffe-Block: Yes, we can. 

 

Lisa Hu: Okay, wonderful. Well I am covering for Carmelita, but we just wanted to say that we are 

really glad to see that these pilots are advancing and generally support the proposed modifications 

that you so carefully outlined. And we are particularly excited about the continued conversation 

around both incentivizing customers and consumer protections. So we are happy to keep marching 

that forward alongside you. 

 

Miriam Joffe-Block: Great. Thank you, Lisa, for joining us and we appreciate the comment. And thanks 

to Carmelita for her input and feedback earlier in the process, as well. 

 

Lisa Hu: Yeah, of course. 

 

Miriam Joffe-Block: Well, thank you everybody. That concludes today's webinar. We look forward to 

receiving more comments and feel free to reach out to us if there is anything else that you would like to 

discuss. Have a great day. 


